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Expand Your Horizons 
With Backdrops 

Adding to the realism of  your model railroad with backdrops. 



Author and photographs 

S David A. Ellis    V. 2 June 2018 
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S Additional photograph: Dick Bradley 

S  This is a draft  EduTRAIN™ Clinic 



Learning Objectives 

S  Explain how backdrops could add to the realism of  your layout. 

S  List possible applications of  backdrops. How can they be used? 

S  List different materials that can be used as backdrops. 

S  Identify which materials work best for you or your layout. 

S  Develop a plan for constructing a backdrop. 

S  Design a backdrop that creates an illusion of  depth. 

S  Disguise the 90° angle where the backdrop meets the layout. 



Why bother with backdrops? 

Backdrops expand the modeled 
scene, adding depth 

Backdrops hide the giant people 
or clutter of our full-size world. 



Applications:  
How could you use backdrops? 

S  Directly on layout room wall 

S  On the back of  layout or module 

S  As a scene divider with a 4’ X 8’ or on a 
peninsula 

S  Use the backdrop to cove or curve corners 

S  Layer the backdrop to hide staging behind the 
visible layout or add extra visual depth 



Materials:  
Which materials work best for you and your applications? 
Consider: cost, obtainability, weight, flexibility, experience  

 

S  1/8th inch tempered 
hardboard  (Masonite) 

S  .060 or .080 styrene 

S  MDO or signboard 

S  Gatorboard 

S  Thin MDF or fiberboard 

S  1 inch insulation board 
(pink or blue foam) 

S  Back of  vinyl or linoleum 
flooring 

S  Aluminum Trim Coil 

S  Wallboard 

S  Combination of  materials 



Steps in Constructing a Backdrop 
1. Mount the Backdrop 

I chose to mount 
directly to my layout. A 
simple frame may be 
built from 1” X 2” 
lumber, or the 
backdrop could be 
dropped into a slot. 



Steps in Constructing a Backdrop 
2. Hide seams or screws/nails 

I used typical 
wallboard techniques 
with tape and three 
coats of  joint 
compound. 



Steps in Constructing a Backdrop 
3. Prime and paint 

S  Prime or paint with 
spray or roller 

S  Prime or seal all surfaces 

S  Just a simple blue or 
gray color 

S  Fade blue into white at 
horizon 



What About Clouds? 

S  KISS principle—Maybe 
just faded blue or gray? 

S  Stencil and spray 

S  Use of  airbrush 

S  Painted clouds 

S  Paper towel blotting—
wet on wet 



Painted Versus Photo Backdrop 
In either case the backdrop should be the background, 

not as detailed or intense as the trains. 

S  Beyond the sky, painted 
backdrops work best 
with natural subjects 
such as hills, fields, and 
trees. 

S  Simple impressions 
rather than cartoon or 
overly detailed. 

S  Most “experts” 
recommend using 
painted sky, even with 
photo backdrop. 

S  Photo backdrop is best 
for cities or buildings. 
Try to avoid conflicting 
perspectives. 



Tony Koester: Kitbashing Photo Backdrops  
Article in June 2018 Model Railroader Magazine 

S  Adobe’s Photoshop Elements 

S  Clone, skew, and paintbrush tools 

S  Cutting and pasting digital and commercial 
photos 

S  Hobby knife, Pan Pastels, 3M Super 77 



Paul Dolkos: Tips for Blending Backgrounds 
Article in June 2018 Model Railroader Magazine 

S  Small photo prints less than 4” tall: low 
horizon line 

S  Located between 3D elements: “visual foils” 

S  Structure flats 

S  Home printer, matte paper, sky cut off, edges 
touched up with colored pencils, Dullcoat 



Tricks and Tips: Overview 
Creating Depth and Expanding the Modeled World 

Tabletop Height or Seams 
Break the Illusion.  

Higher Layout and 
Relatively Low Horizon 



Tricks and Tips: Using Color 
Creating Depth and Expanding the Modeled World 

S  Lighter, more muted in 
color, and more muted 
in texture suggests 
distance. 

S  Light white haze sprayed 
between layers 



Tricks and Tips: Using Color 
Creating Depth and Expanding the Modeled World 

S  Similar colors on layout 
and backdrop 

S  Scenery and backdrop 
paints 

S  Scenery materials and 
backdrop colors 



Tricks and Tips:  
Problems and Solutions 

Creating Depth and Expanding the Modeled World 

S  Problem: Shadows on 
the backdrop 

S  Solutions: Lighting, 
Shadows on objects with 
3D layering techniques 

S  Problem: Shifting 
perspectives and edges 
meeting backdrop 

S  Solutions: Avoid two or 
three point perspective 
and hide edges 



Disguising the 90o Angle 
Where the backdrop meets the layout 

S  On the left, the dreaded 
90o  angle. 

S  On the right, foreground 
scenery elevated to hide 
the joint. 



Disguising the 90o Angle 
Where the backdrop meets the layout 

S  Rivers turn forming an 
acute angle 

S  Rivers disappear behind 
trees, buildings, or hills 

S  Use of  mirror? 



Disguising the 90o Angle 
Where the backdrop meets the layout 

S  Roads at acute angle 

S  Roads dip over hillside 

S  Roads disappear behind 
trees, buildings, or hills 

S  Size and color of  3D hills 
and trees compliment 
backdrop ones.  



Disguising the 90o Angle 
Where the backdrop meets the layout 

S  Photo backdrop as solution 
of  road into backdrop. 

S  Low horizon photo printed 
on matte paper mounted 
on backdrop. 

S  Size and color of  3D 
scenery and backdrop 
compliment each other.  

S  Cars, trees, poles, and 
people all disguise the 
joint. 

Modeling  and photograph  by Dick Bradley 



Disguising the 90o Angle 
Where the backdrop meets the layout 

Natural Features Human Features 

S  Building Flats 

S  Fences 

S  Signs or billboards 

S  Distant 3D hills and 
trees 

S  Trees 

S  Shrubbery  



Mindheim: Realism Tips 
Article in March 2017 Model Railroader Magazine 

 

S  Effective backdrops one of  “four cornerstones of  
realism” 

S  “The simpler and more toned down, the better” 

S  KISS: simple blue surface and low horizon 

S  Structure skyline: short and at 90° viewing angle 

S  Pitfall when waterway in layout meets backdrop 



Review Objectives 

1.  Why bother with backdrops? 

2.  Where can they be used? 

3.  What different materials can be used as backdrops? 

4.  Which materials work best for you or your layout? 

5.  How would you construct a backdrop? 

6.  What are some tricks to a backdrop that create an illusion of  
depth? 

7.  How can you disguise the 90° angle where the backdrop meets 
the layout? 



Questions? 


